
ALDOUS FUNERAL HOME 
44 North Main Street, Rutland, Vermont                     Main Street, Wallingford, Vermont 

 

OUTER BURIAL CONTAINER PRICE LIST 

 

In most areas of the country, STATE OR LOCAL LAW DOES NOT REQUIRE THAT YOU BUY A CONTAINER TO 
SURROUND THE CASKET IN THE GRAVE.  However, many cemeteries require that you have such a container so that 
the grave will not sink in. Either a grave liner or a burial vault will satisfy these requirements. 
 

Burial Vaults 

 

CONCRETE STANDARD VAULT, Apx. weight 1,800 lbs. (painted & bonded)...$1,155.00 
 
CONCRETE VAULT/DECOR TOP, Apx. weight 2,000 lbs. Name Plate, Wreath/ Cross                        
(painted & bonded)...$1,195.00 
 
TRIGARD VAULT, Apx. weight 2,200 lbs. concrete walls & seamless polystyrene inner liner, Name 
Plate, Wreath/Cross (painted & bonded)…$1,395.00 

 
VANGUARD VAULT, Apx. weight 2,500 lbs. reinforced concrete vault & seamless polystyrene 
inner liner, Name Plate, Wreath/Cross (painted & bonded)...$1,525.00 
 
SEVILLE VAULT, Apx. weight 2,700 lbs, reinforced concrete with extra thick seamless polystyrene 
inner liner (the look of white marble), Name Plate, Wreath/Cross (painted & bonded)... $1,995.00 
 
WILBER SALUTE VETERAN VAULT, Charcoal gray vault with silver fluted cover, high strength 
concrete bonded to a strentex plastic liner features the salute emblem…$1,995.00  
 
REGENCY VAULT, Apx. weight 2,800 lbs. reinforced concrete vault, seamless polystyrene inner 
liner, with a 26-gauge stainless steel finishing liner, Name Plate, Wreath/Cross (painted & 
bonded)... $2,595.00 
 

WILBERT VETERAN VAULT, reinforced concrete burial vault with high impact ABS Trilon and 
stainless steel, military blue with silver highlights, military emblem with name plate…$2,995.00  
 
WILBERT CAMEOROSE VAULT, reinforced concrete burial vault with high impact ABS Trilon and 
stainless steel, Name plate and a three dimensional plaque with a rose…$2,995.00 
 
PANTHEON VAULT, Apx. weight 2,800 lbs. reinforced concrete vault, seamless polystyrene inner 
liner, with an l6oz. copper finishing liner, Name Plate, Wreath/Cross (painted & bonded) 
$2,995.00 
 
EAGLE BRONZE VAULT, Apx. weight 2,800 lbs. reinforced concrete, seamless polystyrene inner 
liner with a l6oz bronze finishing liner, Name Plate, Wreath/Cross (painted & bonded). $3,495.00 
 

Grave Liner 

 

CONCRETE ROUGH BOX, Apx. weight 1,800 lbs…$995.00  

 

Miscellaneous Charges 
Grass and Device $50.00 ~~ Grass and Device with no Vault  $ 275.00 ~~ Delivers after 4pm 
$50.00 per hour ~~ Saturday deliveries $100.00 ~~ Sunday or Holiday deliveries  $200.00 ~~ 
Tent $ 50.00 with a vault ~~ Tent $200.00 with out a vault  
                                                    price effective as of 12/1/2006 


